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History Repeats Itself: Democrats Are Using Tactics
of the Marxists of 1917 in Russia to Steal 2020
Election
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Once again we are republishing this analysis by John L Kachelman, Jr.
We first published this piece back in October before the election.
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2020 the “Perfect Storm” facing our Republic— All three branches of our
Government are in peril
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Hold Hillary
Accountable

Historical Discovery…An election in 1917 forecast the election in 2020! Here are the elements from 103
years ago!

Judicial Watch has
uncovered 439 emails
that Clinton didn't turn
over!
Judicial Watch

Years of preparatory work were spent in misleading and mis-directional propaganda
Contested voting results marred the election’s finality and ultimately its dismissal
Claims that the poor were going to be disenfranchised of their votes
The scheduled voting was extended by two months
Division, violence, slander and libel were widespread

Open

A delusional/cunning/conniving campaign made unrealistic promises to win the population
Anger and mob violence were deliberately stirred against “privilege,” possessions, and status
Deceptive claims persuaded the “majority” they were robbed of their electoral victory

Inevitable civil war was sparked at the election’s end because Lenin’s group failed to win the
majority
The dissolution of the old State and a “transformation” of the new system was promised to lead to
true socialism but it brought history’s worst and longest ruling tyrant
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TRENDING: "Big News Coming Out Of Pennsylvania"- Trump Tweets: "Very Big Illegal Ballot
Drop"
And here is how it happened…
Here is a basic reminder of your 9th Grade American Civics materials…The Founding Fathers of our
Republic designed a system of governing to prevent the evils inherent in the onerous governing
systems of Europe. The Republic was to be governed in a way that the majority would have a say BUT
safeguarded against a rogue majority controlling the nation. A deliberate system of “checks and
balances” was wisely incorporated against evil efforts to seize national control.
Advertisement - story continues below

The ultimate safeguard was the separation of the State’s governing into three distinct bodies. While
each would have an impact upon the others, that impact was deliberately limited. The Executive,
Legislative and Judicial branches of the Republic were designed to be independent but function with
unity to guide the nation, preserve freedoms, and guard the human rights that are often
disenfranchised by evil systems and philosophies. One of the greatest feats of our Republic is the
exercise of individualism when these three branches of governing are properly functioning.

However, at this point in our nation’s historical narrative the “perfect storm” threatens ALL THREE of
these safeguards of our Republic. And my disconcerting observation is that many prance and dance
around with a Pollyannish attitude denying the reality of our current situation. The prevailing cultural
concern is as absurd as the attitude of one busily rearranging the deck chairs on the sinking Titanic!
The assault on the EXECUTIVE BRANCH
The resistance has been hard at work even prior to President Trump’s inauguration. Attempts to nullify
the electoral process have been constant. The evil agenda was visible. Our President has suffered
evil resistance of historic proportions. The basic cause is his commitment to the U.S. Constitution.
It is the unchanging Constitution that provides the legal governing making the USA an exceptional
nation of individuals. This fixed and knowable Constitution gives our nation the strength and energy
envied by the world and loathed by tyranny. )The Resistance/DEMS/BLM/ANTIFA demand an activist
Court that will change our Republic’s basic foundational principles.)

The stated position of the resistance has been loud and long—they have robbed President Trump of his
first four years as President. They have dared to present the most ridiculous reasons for his
disqualification and removal. They have manipulated, deceived and extorted support for their evil
agenda. They have ignited violence that has divided and destroyed the civility of the USA. Their evil
purpose was to achieve the political purge of a duly elected President of the United States of America.
Our President has been nominated for multiple Nobel Peace Prizes for his exceptional ability to broker
true peace between Middle Eastern nations. But the resistance shrugs forgetting they excitedly
embraced the Peace Prize awarded to Obama which is admitted now as an award for nothing! The
resistance’s political maneuvering and evil mission is well documented.
Advertisement - story continues below

Those of the resistance are described by inspiration. Their conniving and cunning evil is a constant
action seeking to destroy legitimate order. Psalm 36:4, “He plans wickedness upon his bed; He sets
himself on a path that is not good; He does not despise evil.” (See also Ecclesiastes 10:20)
Even the classics describe the reality of this evil. From Stevenson’s pen we remember the confession
that describes those seeking to nullify the legality of President Trump’s election. Like the pained soul
of Henry Jekyll the resistance can confess, “I lost my identity beyond redemption…had I risked the
experiment while under the empire of generous or pious aspirations, all must have been otherwise, and
from these agonies of death and birth, I had come forth an angel instead of a fiend…At that time my
virtue slumbered; my evil, kept awake by ambition, was alert and swift to seize the occasion.” Perhaps
the most troubling reference that Stevenson’s pen gives to the resistance character states, “O my poor
old Harry Jekyll, if ever I read Satan’s signature upon a face, it is on that of your new friend.”
Inspiration and the Classics unite in describing today’s controlling evil that occupies every thought of
the Progressive/Liberal/BLM/ANTIFA “resistance” as “Satan’s signature upon a face.”
This is the first element of today’s “Perfect Storm.” There are two more elements…
Advertisement - story continues below

The assault upon the LEGISLATIVE BRANCH
It is the Legislative Branch of our Republic’s government that involves the citizenry in the governing
process. The population’s vote is a significant and treasured freedom. That vote expresses the desires
of each State of the Union and is recorded by the Electoral College so that a free election is not
controlled by a militant mob. The Founding Fathers wisely saw the potential of a militant group
manipulating and coercing control. The establishment of the Electoral College was a masterful move
safeguarding the Republic’s freedoms. By this method the most populous States are equal with the
least populous—true equality.
The 2020 General Election is recognized as a critical point in our nation’s history. It can be said that
every election is critical and previous elections have suffered the militancy of Progressives/Liberals
attempting to undermine the Constitutional foundation of our nation. These past challenges failed
because the general population was aware of the evil being campaigned and were educated regarding
the safeguards of our Constitution. But the context has dramatically changed for the 2020 General
Election. In this current election the Constitutional safeguards are condemned and the
population is ignorant of just how fragile individual freedom is. It appears that many have been
groomed and are eager to believe the Progressive/Liberal/Democratic lies and embrace anarchy. This
is not a new situation. History is amazing as it details how the past continues to explain the present.
Consider the Russian Revolution. I offer just a scant discussion on Lenin’s role in this aspect of Russian
politics. Hopefully I will have opportunity to offer a more complete discussion. Consider the first “free
election” that Russia experienced. It was held in October or November 1917 (the month depends upon
which calendar you consult). Lenin promised a “free” election where all votes would be equal and each
citizen would be heard. The election was scheduled and a number of political parties provided the
voters a choice. Among the many parties were two dominating parties: the Socialist-Revolutionaries
and the Russian Social-Democratic Labor Party (Lenin’s Bolsheviks).
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The propaganda fueling this election is intriguing. Lenin had confidence that his party would be an
overwhelming victor. He was convinced that his pamphleteering during his exile was persuasive. He
was convinced that only he knew best what the poor citizens needed for happiness in life. Lenin had
devised a governing system by which the State would help the poor citizen to have free health care,
free food, personal land ownership, and the erasure of all class “privileges” by redistributing
wealth/financial resources/personal property. Under Lenin’s control there would be no more denial of
personal rights, no more prejudice of persons, and no more unjust financial levels. All would be totally
“equal” IF Lenin’s perfect Revolutionary State was allowed to transform into the Marxist utopia.
Here is where history becomes instructive regarding the Legislative Body of the State.
When the Tsar abdicated, the Russian Provisional Government was formed. Its purpose was to
organize the free elections for the Russian Constituent Assembly. The provisional government lasted
only eight months and was replaced by the Bolsheviks. A significant footnote to this period is that the
Provisional Government was unable to make decisive policy decisions due to political factionalism and
a breakdown of state structures. The anarchy fomented by Lenin and the Bolsheviks rendered a civil
governing impossible. Whatever legislative bills were presented were instantly killed by opposition.
Revolutionary unrest fueled violence. This was a deliberate design of non-cooperation and pure
resistance! The deliberate campaign for divisiveness and refusal to perform governing duties is a
sobering similarity to the resistance in modern day American politics. Lenin’s free election was
conducted but here are some troubling facts from its history:
1) The election was designed to be held on specific dates BUT some argued that the peasants in the
outlying territory needed more time to get their votes counted. So, the ballot counting was
extended in some places by TWO MONTHS!
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2) Throughout the 1917 campaign Lenin argued that the citizens deserved a government that
represented “the proletariat’s interests” because, in his estimation, all other governments represented
the “dictatorship of the bourgeoisie.” Lenin argued that the rich would never give up their “privileges”
and so the soviets would need to seize power by violence. Lenin’s propaganda fueled the division
that would destroy the Russian nation. He urged violence nurtured by envy and jealousy arguing that
some had “privileged status” that others did not and this great “inequity” could only be removed with a
violent overthrow.
3) Even though the first free election included a number of different political parties, Lenin was
confident that his Bolsheviks would win. That did not happen. The final tabulation exposed Lenin as
suffering defeat and his Bolsheviks only garnered 23.26% of the vote. The Socialist-Revolutionaries
emerged with 37.61% of the vote. Lenin was unhappy and contested the results! Lenin refused to
concede protesting the legitimacy of the election.
4) The objective of the resistance was a one-party government and an absolute silencing of opposition.
“It is the duty of the revolution to put an end to compromise, and to put an end to compromise
means taking the path of socialist revolution” Lenin, Speech On The Agrarian Question November
14 (1917).
Carefully consider how Lenin embraced the freedom of voting while masterfully disguising his evil
objective of silencing the opposition and developing a one-party ruling government.
Advertisement - story continues below

After the election results were announced, Lenin stood and revealed the coup. The results were called
flawed. Those in opposition were eventually murdered. Lenin instituted his famous “dictatorship of the
proletariat.” Lenin said this was the best course for the average citizen and this dictatorship would
dissolve when all privileged distinctions were erased, all wealth inequities removed, and all land
ownership seized. And the Russian population permitted this dictatorship to exist!

When applied to the 2020 General Election in the USA, this historical anecdote should sound national
alarms! The very concepts that Lenin used to nullify the free election of Russia in 1917 are being used in
today’s election. In fact, some of the very words and phrases that were used by Lenin are parroted by
the Democratic Progressives today and characterize the membership of Democratic Party in the USA!
When the election process of our governing Constitution is compromised and dismissed as archaic and
inapplicable THEN our nation has lost the compass for safely navigating the treacherous existence in
this world.

The assault upon the JUDICIAL BRANCH
Advertisement - story continues below

History reminds its students that the confirmation hearings for Supreme Court Justices were forever
changed in 1987 with Joe Biden’s Judiciary’s malevolent confirmation hearing of Judge Robert Bork.

Biden was campaigning to be the nomination of the Democratic Presidential candidate (which he
would lose to Dukakis because of Biden’s plagiarism). In 1987 the custom was for such hearings to last
two days or less. Under Biden’s chairmanship Bork’s hearing was weaponized and lasted TWELVE days.
Such a reprehensible action has earned its own idiom in American language—“so and so was ‘Borked’.”
The 1987 Democratic Party’s politicizing and weaponizing the confirmation hearings for the Supreme
Court appointments opened the floodgates for the most contentious events in the governing of the

United States of America. One only needs to go back to the recent hearings to confirm Justice Brett
Kavanaugh in 2018. The personal slander, insidious innuendos, manufactured complaints and a
host of other evil actions have become accepted political weapons (Or as Speaker Pelosi
remarked, “arrows in our quiver”). In past times it was customary that the sitting President was

respected and his nominations were accorded with approval, even if the conservatives knew they were
approving a Progressive/Liberal who despised the literalist view of the U.S. Constitution they voted for
the confirmation. But now there is a horrid specter of divisiveness and vindictiveness enveloping the
process.

The General Election of 2020 spotlights the tragic devolving of the status of the U.S. Supreme Court. It
is suggested by some, with validity, that the Supreme Court is no longer focused upon apolitical justice
but has assumed an active role in establishing law that the U.S. Constitution reserves only for the
Legislative Branch.

The Democrats/Progressives/Liberals have announced their intent to “pack” the Supreme
Court with Justices who disrespect the U.S. Constitution. They want a left-leaning Court that will
sanction the total dismemberment of the constitutional statutes that made America a great nation.
The far-left Daily Kos cautioned Republicans that a “future government controlled by Democrats is
likely to pursue — court-packing — as the best way to rebuff a conservative Court majority viewed as
illegitimate.” Democrat Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez told voters during an October 2018 campaign event
that Democrats should “pack the Supreme Court of the United States of America” after taking the

House, Senate, and Presidency. Leading Democrats also warned that if the justices issue a pro-Second
Amendment ruling, and if Democrats win the White House and the Senate in 2020, then they will
fundamentally remake the High Court.
Advertisement - story continues below

Former President Franklin Roosevelt issued this same threat in the 1930s after facing legal obstacles
with his New Deal and subsequently “threatened to expand the Court by six seats for a new total of 15

justices so that he could get the rulings he wanted.” The American people, however, rejected his threat,
leading to massive Republican victories in the 1938 midterm elections.
Former Democrat presidential candidates Senators Elizabeth Warren (D-MA), Kirsten Gillibrand (D-NY),
and now vice-presidential candidate Senator Kamala Harris (D-CA) announced that they were open to
reshaping the court. “We are on the verge of a crisis of confidence in the Supreme Court,” Harris said,
according to Politico. “We have to take this challenge head on, and everything is on the table to do
that.”

During the summer of 2020 several major progressive groups, including Take Back The Court, Demand
Justice, Progressive Change Institute, and the Sunrise Movement, signed a letter declaring their support
for increasing the number of justices by “at least” two seats. The resistance wrote in part: “The fastest,
most effective way to make the court representative of all Americans is to enact legislation increasing
the size of the Court by at least two seats, and to quickly fill those seats with justices who will
safeguard our democracy.” Note: In the context of this reference it is best to remember Lenin’s
manipulative ploy that his “free” election would best represent “all Russians”?

In March 2019, President Trump astutely dismissed mounting calls from his Democratic opponents to

pack the Supreme Court. “The only reason they’re doing that is they want to try and catch up, so if they
can’t catch up through the ballot box by winning an election, they want to try doing it in a different
way,” he added.
Advertisement - story continues below

The late Justice Ginsburg balked at the proposition of packing the Supreme Court. “It would make the
Court look partisan,” the late justice told National Public Radio’s Nina Totenberg last year.
The Judicial Branch of the government is to interpret laws respecting the United States Constitution’s
limits. Once this unbiased governing is compromised, there is no lawful regulations for civility in our
nation.

Concluding Thoughts…
This is where the United States of America is positioned as the General Election of November
2020 nears. A discord and division prevail that has never existed. This violence has been stoked with
bitterness. The Progressives/Democratic Party/BLM/ANTIFA assure us that regardless of the election
there will be violence. We are being conditioned to think that electoral results will take weeks or
months to be validated and even then, they will be challenged. The vitriol marking the battleground is
undeniable. Following Lenin’s example in 1917 the Democrats have been told never to concede. The
results are already announced, “Furious Democrats are considering total war — profound changes to

two branches of government, and even adding stars to the flag (i.e. adding the District of Columbia and
Puerto Rico as States thus insuring Democrats have two solid additions to their column) — if
Republicans jam through a Supreme Court nominee then lose control of the Senate.”
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As the National Election of 2020 approaches we read of violence, destruction and carnage in the public
sphere…Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg’s recent death sparked a political firestorm, as Republicans
prepare for a contentious, pre-election confirmation showdown and some Democrats threaten to,
quite literally, burn the country down.

The ”Perfect Storm” facing the Republic of the United States of America has formed and threatens the
three pillars of our civility.
After Lenin’s Bolsheviks permitted a “free election” they moved quickly to strangle freedoms. Lenin’s
opinion of the poor proletariat having the right to vote for individual choices morphed into a ruling
class identified as the “Politburo.” The first Politburo consisted
of: Lenin, Trotsky, Krestinsky, Kamenev, and Stalin. Lenin died. Trotsky was exiled to Mexico and

was murdered. Krestinsky and Kamenev were assassinated. That left Stalin. Stalin manipulated the
bureaucratic apparatus and seized power. By the 1930s, Stalin had transformed the Politburo into the
supreme executive and legislative body of the Communist party and the Soviet government. Stalin was
in command of its membership, decisions, and debates. The party congress now not only did not elect

the politburo, but its own membership was fully controlled by the politburo. Not only had Lenin’s vision
of a one-party political government been achieved but now it became a one-man political government!
Individualism had been erased. The individual had ceased to exist and all had become “the State.”
The ”Perfect Storm” in Russia’s history resulted in the totalitarian reign of Stalin’s terror. Such is the
conclusion of Russia’s first free election.
Advertisement - story continues below

What will YOU do regarding the “Perfect Storm” in which our Republic is now struggling?
Please read the historical documentation available and you will realize
this is not a conspiracy theory but a historical constant!
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